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We analyze a tight-binding model of ultracold fermions loaded in an optical square lattice and
subjected to a synthetic non-Abelian gauge potential featuring both a magnetic field and a transla-
tionally invariant SU(2) term. We consider in particular the effect of broken time-reversal symmetry
and its role in driving non-trivial topological phase transitions. By varying the spin-orbit coupling
parameters, we find both a semimetal/insulator phase transition and a topological phase transition
between insulating phases with different numbers of edge states. The spin is not a conserved quantity
of the system and the topological phase transitions can be detected by analyzing its polarization in
time of flight images, providing a clear diagnostic for the characterization of the topological phases
through the partial entanglement between spin and lattice degrees of freedom.
PACS numbers: 67.85.Lm, 73.43.Nq, 03.65.Vf
I. INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in topological phases of matter
calls for an extension of experimental pursuits and re-
alizations of topologically non-trivial systems to a broad
variety of setups, in order to investigate the universal na-
ture of these phases and exploit their remarkable proper-
ties. The recent major advances in identifying topologi-
cal phenomena in solid state systems [1, 2] motivate the
implementation and the study of new topological models
in ultracold atomic systems. The rationale behind such
efforts is that in these systems it is possible to simulate
general classes of (Abelian and non-Abelian) synthetic
gauge potentials [3, 4]: this possibility is crucial in induc-
ing topological phases, with a potentially high control of
the physical parameters governing their phase diagrams
[5].
An important tool available in ultracold atomic setups
is provided by the control of the dimensionality and the
geometry of superimposed optical lattices. Such a control
has been recently used in an experimental implementa-
tion of honeycomb lattices for ultracold fermions [6]. Sev-
eral schemes have been discussed in the literature [7, 8]
with the aim of engineering topologically non-trivial two-
dimensional systems on honeycomb lattices, which nat-
urally reproduce well-known paradigmatic models such
as the Haldane model [9]. The discussed setups rely on
the laser implementation of tight-binding models on hon-
eycombs having both nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-
neighbor hoppings: these hoppings simulate the presence
of a staggered magnetic field which breaks time-reversal
symmetry and opens band gaps. In this way one can ob-
tain different topological phases, usually corresponding
to topological insulators or semimetals, which mimic the
quantum Hall physics and present different patterns of
protected edge states.
The key property of the honeycomb lattice, namely to
have Dirac points, is also exhibited by the pi-flux square
lattice [10–12], a tight-binding model with only nearest-
neighbor hoppings on a square lattice in a perpendicu-
lar magnetic field having flux pi. The structure of Dirac
points is unaltered when passing from a two-dimensional
square to a three-dimensional cube with pi-flux for each
plaquette [13–15]. In two dimensions, one can explicitly
see the similarity between the tight-binding models on
the honeycomb and the pi-flux square lattices by consid-
ering a continuous path smoothly interpolating between
these two lattices and showing that the Dirac points are
well defined across this path [16].
In Ref. [17] it has been shown that the anomalous
quantum Hall regime exemplified by the Haldane model
does not necessarily require the honeycomb geometry to
be realized. It is possible to obtain equivalent Hamil-
tonians with the same topological properties by consid-
ering systems with only nearest-neighbors hoppings, de-
signed on a square lattice with 0 or pi-flux. To reach
non-trivial topological phases one has to introduce in the
square lattice an inner degree of freedom and thus use
a two-component Fermi mixture in a non-Abelian gauge
potential [18–20]. The tunneling terms along the two
directions of the square lattice involve non-trivial rota-
tions of the atomic pseudospin degree of freedom and in
general do not commute with each other. Therefore, the
non-Abelian gauge potential can be compared to spin-
orbit coupling affecting the dynamics of the atoms. A
spin-orbit term in the Hamiltonian not only allows us
to reproduce the anomalous quantum Hall regime, but
also constitutes a key element to go beyond the quan-
tum Hall symmetry class. This fact is clearly discussed
in [21–23], where a system obtained from the Kane-Mele
model through the addition of an external magnetic field
is analyzed. This system is characterized by a topological
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2phase transition from a (weak) quantum spin Hall regime
to a quantum Hall regime. Such a transition is related to
the breaking of time-reversal symmetry and is signaled
by the fact that, by varying the ratio between the spin-
orbit coupling and the magnetic field terms, the edge
structure undergoes a transformation: in the quantum
spin Hall regime the system is characterized by pairs of
counter-propagating edges, whereas in the quantum Hall
phases only chiral edge modes appear.
A physical realization of these and related tight-
binding models could be obtained by superimposing op-
tical lattices to ultracold gases in synthetic gauge poten-
tials implemented using spatially dependent optical cou-
plings between internal states of the atoms as in Ref. [24].
However, since a pi-flux per plaquette is needed, this
implementation could be rather challenging. The same
tight-binding models can be also obtained relying on
the construction presented in Ref. [25], which associates
non-trivial phases to the tunneling amplitudes between
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest neighbor-sites through
the interaction of two atomic hyperfine species with
counter-propagating Raman beams. These setups can
efficiently reproduce spin-orbit terms to simulate topo-
logical insulators [17, 26]. Experimental results along
this line have been recently obtained: a tunable effective
magnetic field for ultracold atoms was implemented us-
ing Raman-assisted tunneling in an optical superlattice
[27], while a one-dimensional chain with complex tun-
neling matrix elements was obtained from a combination
of Raman coupling and radio-frequency magnetic fields
[28]. Strong non-Abelian gauge potentials were created
using shaken spin-dependent square lattices [29].
In two-dimensional solid state systems the detection of
non-trivial topological phases is usually based on trans-
port measurements of charge and spin along the pro-
tected edge modes. Conductance measurements are how-
ever challenging in atomic gases [30], and other tools can
be adopted to detect the presence of edge modes [31, 32].
Apart from edge mode detection, bulk properties can also
be exploited to investigate topological phases. The main
examples are provided by the analysis of the Hall re-
sponse of ultracold gases, which allows the detection of
the Chern number of the filled bands through the obser-
vation of the center of mass motion under an external
force [33–35], and by the observation of the Bloch oscil-
lations, which may permit us to detect the Berry connec-
tion of the spectral bands of lattice systems [36, 37].
Several techniques have been proposed so far to relate
the Chern number of topological insulators in ultracold
gases to time of flight images [7, 8, 38, 39]. In particular,
in Ref. [7] it has been shown that time of flight measure-
ments, resolved with respect to the different spin species,
allow us to reconstruct the spin polarization of the lowest
band in the first Brillouin zone. From this polarization
one can calculate a spin winding number which, for the
Chern insulators related to the Haldane model, directly
provides the Chern number of the occupied band, and
thus the number of protected edge states [8]. Analyzing
the polarization may permit us to test the topological
characteristics of a system starting from bulk properties
that can be easily detected in current experiments.
The Haldane model and its ultracold atom implemen-
tations or extensions are characterized by Hamiltonians
which can be expressed in terms of a two-site basis cell. In
the particular systems studied in [7, 8, 17], this allows an
exact mapping between the Chern number of the spectral
bands and the winding number of the spin polarization
in the Brillouin zone. The goal of this paper is instead to
explore a more general case where the direct connection
between the Chern number of the spectral bands and the
related spin winding number is no longer present.
To this purpose we consider a square lattice, with
nearest-neighbor hoppings only, where atoms of two dif-
ferent species are subjected to both a magnetic field
(equal for both species) and an SU(2) gauge potential
which is translationally invariant [20]. The general model
studied here encompasses different interesting limiting
cases and it is convenient for the study of topological
phase transitions driven by non-Abelian gauge potentials.
Denoting by q the strength of the non-Abelian part of the
gauge potential and by B the magnetic field, for q = 0
one can retrieve for a flux Φ0/2 the pi-flux square lattice
and its Dirac points [10], while for B = 0 one simply
has a spin-orbit coupled lattice model. In the continu-
ous limit (i.e., without the lattice potential), for q = 0
the structure of (doubly degenerate) Landau levels is in
turn retrieved and the addition of the non-Abelian term
in the gauge potential does not break the Landau lev-
els [40, 41], giving rise to non trivial fractional quantum
Hall states extensively studied in bosonic gases [42–45].
In the lattice, a fractional magnetic flux per plaquette
Φ0/n creates, in general, n bands that are further split
by the non-Abelian tunneling terms.
We show in the following that, due to the effect of
the non-Abelian potential, non-trivial topological phases
arise. We classify them according to the standard clas-
sification of topological insulators and superconductors
[1, 46]. As a function of q the system undergoes phase
transitions between a topological semimetal regime and
two different topological insulating phases. We consider
in particular the effect of time-reversal symmetry break-
ing, comparing results with the ones obtained for n = 2
(with time-reversal symmetry). Finally, we show that
also in this more general framework, with a partial en-
tanglement between spin and lattice degrees of freedom,
the spin winding number still provides useful information
about the phases of the system and may allow for their
experimental detection.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
We consider a tight-binding model of two-component
fermionic atoms loaded in a square lattice. We assume
that the atoms are subjected to both a synthetic mag-
netic field, with a flux Φ per plaquette, and a transla-
3tionally invariant non-Abelian SU(2) gauge field, which
plays the role of spin-orbit coupling. These two elements
influence the nearest neighbor tunneling amplitudes in
different ways along the x and y directions, with their
effect being described through the following U(2) gauge
potential [20, 42]:
~A =
2piΦ
a2 Φ0
(0, x)σ0 +
q
a
(σx, σy) , (1)
where Φ0 is the elementary flux of the synthetic magnetic
field, corresponding to an Abelian phase 2pi acquired by
an atom surrounding a plaquette, a is the lattice con-
stant, q ∈ [0, pi] characterizes the intensity of the non-
Abelian component, σx, σy are the usual Pauli matrices
and σ0 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. We consider only
positive values of q, since the case with q < 0 is equiv-
alent up to a basis transformation, ~A(−q) = σz ~A(q)σz.
The first term in Eq. (1) defines the Abelian contribu-
tion of the gauge potential in the Landau gauge, where
only the tunnelings along y assume a position-dependent
phase, not depending on the spin degree of freedom. The
second term describes instead the spin-dependent non-
Abelian term, which is translationally invariant and it
is gauge equivalent to both a Rashba and a Dresselhaus
spin-orbit term.
The tight-binding Hamiltonian of the system reads:
H = t
∑
~r,s,s′
[
Ux,ss′ c
†
~r+xˆ,s′ c~r,s + Uy,ss′(x) c
†
~r+yˆ,s′c~r,s
]
+ h.c. ,
(2)
where ~r = (x, y) denote the lattice sites, s labels the two
components and the tunneling matrices Ux and Uy are
defined as:
Ux = exp
(
i
∫ x+a,y
x,y
Ax dx
)
= exp (iq σx) , (3)
Uy = exp
(
i
∫ x,y+a
x,y
Ay dy
)
= exp
(
i2pi
x
a
Φ
Φ0
+ iq σy
)
.
(4)
Following our gauge choice (1), only Uy depends on po-
sition through the Abelian phase 2pi xa
Φ
Φ0
(see Fig. 1).
We observe that the Hamiltonian (2) is invariant un-
der the exchanges t → −t, q → pi − q through the ba-
sis transformation σz. This implies that the sign of t
can be chosen without loss of generality (of course, if
t → −t, then the following results are valid provided
that ν → 2 − ν, where ν is the number of fermions per
site). The validity of the Peierls substitution leading to
the tight-binding Hamiltonian (2) has been discussed for
spin-orbit coupled atoms in optical lattices [47], where it
was shown that for large enough values of the strength
of the periodic potentials it agrees with results obtained
from numerically computed Wannier functions.
To understand the nature of the gauge potential (1) it
is useful to calculate the Wilson loop around a plaque-
tte [20]: the Abelian part of the potential gives rise to
FIG. 1: Square lattice model with non-Abelian gauge poten-
tial. The tunneling operators Ux and Uy, defined in Eqs.
(3,4), are represented for Φ = Φ0/3. Ux = e
iqσx is indepen-
dent on the position, whereas Uy is characterized by a phase
dependent on x which determines the Abelian flux Φ per pla-
quette.
the phase 2piΦ/Φ0, whereas the non-Abelian term, due
to the commutation relation between Ux and Uy, gen-
erates a non-trivial unitary operator for each q 6= 0, pi.
However, such a plaquette operator does not depend on
its position, emphasizing the translational symmetry of
the system along yˆ. In particular, if the magnetic flux is
commensurate with the elementary flux, Φ/Φ0 = m/n,
then the wave function can be written as
ψ(x, y) = eikxx eikyy u(x) , (5)
where u(x) is periodic with period n (hereafter we set
a = 1). The resulting first Brillouin zone is given by
kx ∈ [0, 2pi/n) and ky ∈ [0, 2pi), as in the case when only
the magnetic field is present [48]. The parameter q does
not influence the definition of the Brillouin zone and of
the allowed quasi-momenta since the non-Abelian part of
the gauge potential is translationally invariant.
We conclude this Section with a brief analysis of possi-
ble implementations of the potential (1). There are two
different ingredients to be combined: an Abelian net flux
per plaquette (parametrized by Φ) and a spin-dependent
hopping element (parametrized by q~σ). A detailed dis-
cussion of the simulation of non-Abelian SU(2) potentials
with alkaline atoms can be found in Ref. [26]. There, the
spin degree of freedom is coded in two hyperfine levels of
40K. Zeeman splitting allows for independent addressing
of the transitions between different spin states, thus cre-
ating the desired spin-dependent hopping amplitude. An
additional superlattice could then be used to engineer a
rectified magnetic flux, independent of the spin state of
the system [49].
A comprehensive implementation proposal for both the
Abelian and non-Abelian potential can be found in [17].
This setup features a state-dependent lattice loaded with
the ground state and a metastable excited state of 171Yb.
The narrow transition between the two trapped states
guarantees a negligible heating rate, and naturally paves
the way for implementing a rectified flux scheme. Polar-
4ization of the Raman lasers is used to engineer tunneling
elements between different spin states, whereas a super-
lattice is again imposed to distinguish resonances in the
two spatial directions.
As a final note, we would like to mention that the mea-
surement protocol outlined in Section IV suits the pre-
sented implementation proposals; in particular, the time
of-flight measurement of the pseudospin degree of free-
dom is simplified by the presence of the magnetic field,
which discriminates between different spin states.
III. TOPOLOGICAL PHASES AND
TOPOLOGICAL PHASE TRANSITIONS
A. Conserving time-reversal symmetry: magnetic
flux Φ0/2
The first case we analyze is the one with n = 2, where
an atom acquires an Abelian phase pi encircling a plaque-
tte. This value of the flux is the only one maintaining
time-reversal symmetry. The potential (1) reads:
~A = pi(0, x)σ0 + q (σx, σy) . (6)
In this case the unit cell of the system is composed of two
subsets of sites corresponding to even and odd x coordi-
nates. Therefore we can define an effective pseudospin
1/2 degree of freedom and a new set of Pauli matrices
τi referring to it, with τz = ±1 indicating even and odd
x-coordinates respectively. The Hamiltonian (2) with po-
tential (6) reads in quasi-momentum space:
H(~k)
2t
= cos q cos ky τzσ0 − sin q sin ky τzσy+
+ cos q cos kx τxσ0 − sin q sin kx τxσx . (7)
It is a 4 × 4 matrix involving direct products of Pauli
matrices (i.e., τzσy stands for τz ⊗ σy and so on). The
Hamiltonian (2) is expressed in terms of (7) as
H =
∑
~k,s,s′,τ,τ ′
c†s′,τ ′(~k)Hs′τ ′,sτ (~k) cs,τ (~k) , (8)
where the sum is on the first Brillouin zone, csτ (~k) is the
Fourier transform of csτ (~r) and τ = ±1 is the pseudospin
index.
In order to understand the topological characteristics
of the model, it is useful to examine the topological sym-
metry class in the Altland and Zirnbauer classification
[50–52]. We consider the set of discrete anti-unitary sym-
metries and we identify at half-filling (µ = 0) the fol-
lowing time-reversal symmetry T and particle/hole-like
symmetry C [46]:
σyH
T (~k)σy = H(−~k) T− symmetry (9)
τyσyH
T (~k) τyσy = −H(−~k) C− symmetry; (10)
the corresponding chiral unitary symmetry is generated
by generated by τy. Given these discrete symmetries, the
topological symmetry class in the Altland and Zirnbauer
classification [50] is DIII for generic values of q 6= p pi/2,
with integer p. DIII is a topologically non-trivial class
in two dimensions which can support helical Majorana
edge modes [53]. For the particular values q = 0, pi the
gauge potential corresponds to the presence of the mag-
netic field only and the Hamiltonian acquires the addi-
tional SU(2) spin symmetry; for q = pi/2, 3pi/2, instead,
the two non-zero terms of the Hamiltonian, proportional
to τzσy and τxσx, commute and generate a U(1)×U(1)
symmetry, while σz anti-commutes with the Hamilto-
nian. Finally, when the chemical potential µ 6= 0 the
T-symmetry (9) is conserved, but the C-symmetry (10)
is broken, leading to a class AII system.
The effective realization of the topological insulating
phase with Majorana edge modes depends critically on
the band structure and on the appearance of energy
gaps, as a function of the Hamiltonian parameter q. For
generic values of q the system has four energy eigen-
states: we label them in increasing order ({1, 2, 3, 4}).
The corresponding bands in the Brillouin zone inter-
sect for some particular quasi-momenta. Bands 1 and
2 coincide for every q at (kx, ky) = (0, 0), with energy
E−(0, 0) = −2
√
2 t cos q. The same happens for bands
3 and 4, with energy E+(0, 0) = 2
√
2 t cos q. Bands 2
and 3 instead have a common point, still for every q, at
(kx, ky) = (pi/2, pi/2), with vanishing energy (see Fig. 2).
We conclude that the Hamiltonian does not have an en-
ergy gap for any value of q, and the system is always in a
metallic or semimetallic phase, depending on whether the
chemical potential falls in a bulk band or is set exactly
at the intersections between them.
FIG. 2: (Color online). The spectrum of the Hamiltonian
(7) is shown for q = pi/4. The Dirac cones connecting the
energy bands 3 and 4 are clearly visible in the upper part of
the plot at E = 2, whereas the gap between the bands 2 and 3
closes at (kx, ky) = (±pi/2,±pi/2) and E = 0. The spectrum
is symmetric about E = 0 and no energy gap appears for any
value of q. The energy is expressed in units of t.
The same result is obtained by introducing an
5anisotropy in the non-Abelian potential by considering
~A = pi(0, x)σ0 + (qxσx, qyσy) . (11)
This generalization does not affect the symmetry class;
the system remains in class DIII (or AII). Again the
bands always touch at some points of the Brillouin zone;
therefore the system is always in a metal or semimetal
phase and there is no phase transition driven by the vari-
ation of the non-Abelian gauge parameters qx and qy.
In order to obtain nontrivial topological phases, char-
acterized by symmetry-protected edge modes, and topo-
logical phase transitions between them, it is necessary to
open a gap between some bands. One possibility is to
break time-reversal symmetry. In the following we will
achieve this by considering a system with magnetic flux
Φ0/3 per plaquette.
B. Breaking of time-reversal symmetry: magnetic
flux Φ0/3
By introducing in the system a fractional magnetic flux
per plaquette Φ = mΦ0/n with n 6= 2, one obtains a
series of bands which are separated by energy gaps, cor-
responding to the deformation of the Hofstadter butter-
fly spectrum due to the presence of the non-Abelian po-
tential. Such deformations have already been analyzed
for several potential configurations [18, 20, 54]. We ex-
ploit the presence of these gaps to generate and identify
the different topological phases that appear with the po-
tential (1), whose transitions can be driven by the non-
Abelian parameter q.
We focus in particular on the case with Abelian flux
Φ0/3 (n = 3), which is the simplest one breaking time-
reversal symmetry and presenting topological phase tran-
sitions. The corresponding gauge potential reads:
~A =
2pi
3
(0, x)σ0 + q (σx, σy) . (12)
The unit cell is composed of three sites and it is useful
to introduce a new pseudospin-1 degree of freedom, the
related operator being labeled by Tz, to identify the x
coordinate modulo 3. The hopping operator in the yˆ
direction is diagonal in Tz, whereas the hopping along xˆ
is not. By introducing the two hopping matrices
Tx =
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 , Tz =
ei 2pi3 0 00 ei 4pi3 0
0 0 1
 , (13)
the tunneling operators in (3) and (4) read:
Ux = Tx e
iqσx , Uy = Tz e
iqσy (14)
(direct product of matrices is always intended). Ux and
Uy are 6× 6 matrices acting on the space defined by the
tensor product of the lattice pseudospin-1 and the inner
spin-1/2 degrees of freedom.
Since n = 3, the first Brillouin zone is defined by the
quasi-momenta kx ∈ [0, 2pi/3) and ky ∈ [0, 2pi). In the
quasi-momentum space the Hamiltonian reads:
H = −µ I6 + Tx eiqσxeikx + T †x e−iqσxe−ikx+
+ Tz e
iqσyeiky + T †z e
−iqσye−iky , (15)
where t is set to 1, µ denotes the chemical potential which
changes the filling, and I6 is a 6 × 6 unit matrix. The
Hamiltonian can be easily rewritten as:
H = −µ I6 +
[
cos q
(
Tx e
ikx + Tz e
iky
)
+
+i sin q
(
Tx σxe
ikx + Tz σye
iky
)]
+ h.c. . (16)
For generic values of q the six eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian (16), with energies Eλ(~k), describe five different
spectral bands separated by energy gaps. There are
five because the two central ones are always connected
through Dirac cones.
Even though the bands are separated by gaps for every
value of the quasi-momenta, due to their strongly bent
shapes, indirect overlaps (the minimum of the higher
band is lower than the maximum of the lower band) ap-
pear between the two lowest-energy bands and between
the two highest-energy bands for q in a neighborhood
of 0 or pi. In these cases the non-Abelian potential is
not strong enough to open an insulating phase separat-
ing these pairs of bands and when the chemical potential
is such that two different bands are partially filled, the
system is in a semimetal phase [8], despite the absence
of Dirac cones.
For q far enough from 0 and pi instead, the semimetal
phases disappear and are substituted by insulating
phases. Therefore the chemical potential µ determines
the usual alternation of metallic and insulating phases
appearing in correspondence to all the gaps of the sys-
tem.
Other phase transitions, of a topological nature, ap-
pear for q = pi/3 and 2pi/3 where the gaps between the
two top bands and the two bottom bands directly close
in Dirac cones. To understand the signature of this phase
transition we analyze the topological features of the sys-
tem. Since T †x 6= T ∗x , one cannot find anti-unitary op-
erators corresponding to discrete T- and C- symmetries.
The Hamiltonian (16) is then in the same topological
class of the quantum Hall effect, class A [55] in the Alt-
land and Zirnbauer classification.
The Hamiltonian H describes a system which is topo-
logically non-trivial and characterized by the presence of
edge modes. They are localized on the boundary of the
two-dimensional system and therefore can be observed
only in bounded geometries, like the cylinder. Their en-
ergies interpolate between subsequent bands and their
number is related to the topological invariants of the
spectral bands. Moreover, due to the non-Abelian term,
they do not present a fixed spin orientation; the non-
Abelian potential in (1) is indeed equivalent to a Rashba
6spin-orbit coupling, which yields to a dependence of the
spin polarization on the quasi-momentum.
Let us consider now values for q and the chemical po-
tential such that the system is in a bulk insulating phase
with an integer number of atoms per unit cell. Then the
number of observed edge states per boundary is given
by the sum of the Chern numbers of the bands with
an energy smaller than the Fermi energy. Given the 6-
component eigenfunctions ψλ(~k) of H (with λ labeling
the bands), their Chern number Cλ is defined by [1, 56]:
Cλ = i
2pi
∫
BZ
d2k
(
〈∂kxψλ|∂kyψλ〉 − 〈∂kyψλ|∂kxψλ〉
)
.
(17)
The sign of Cλ refers to the direction of the propagation
of the edge modes associated with ψλ(~k).
In order to examine how the numbers and the features
of the edge modes change by varying q (which is supposed
to be in a range out of the semimetallic phase), let us
label the Hamiltonian eigenfunctions from the lowest to
the highest energy by an index λ = −2,−1, 0+, 0−, 1, 2.
For generic values of q only bands 0+ and 0− are directly
connected through Dirac cones whereas the other bands
are separated by energy gaps, although often with the
indirect energy overlaps discussed above that determine
the presence of topological semimetal phases [8].
The energy gap between the bands −2 and −1 closes
at q = pi/3 for kx = pi/3 and ky = pi/3 + 2pip/3, with
integer p (see Fig. 3). Analogously the gap between the
two highest bands closes at the same value of q for kx = 0
and ky = 2pip/3. The same gaps close also at q = 2pi/3,
at interchanged quasi-momenta ~k.
3
FIG. 3: (Color online). The energies of the two lowest states
of the Hamiltonian (16) are plotted for q = pi/5 (blue dashed
line), q = pi/3 (red line) and q = 2pi/5 (green dotted line),
for ky = pi/3 and as a function of kx. For q = pi/5 and q =
2pi/5 the lowest bands are separeted by a gap and, for filling
ν = 1/3, the system is in two different topological insulating
phases. At q = pi/3 the gap closes causing a topological phase
transition. The energy is in units of the tunneling amplitude
t and the chemical potential is fixed at µ = 0.
From the analysis of the spectrum it is clear that this
closing of the gap corresponds to a further Dirac cone
appearing in the bulk of the system. However this does
not correspond simply to a crossing of Landau levels, as
we would expect in a similar system in the continuous
limit [40, 41]; instead, it is a topological phase transition
which changes the Chern numbers of the involved bands,
thus affecting the number of edge states in a geometry
with boundaries. No change in the Chern number arises
instead along the phase transition between a semimetal
and an insulating phase.
To calculate the number of edge states, let us con-
sider the spectrum of an infinite stripe with two edges.
We discuss first the case in which only the lowest en-
ergy band is fully occupied, whereas all the others are
empty (filling 1/3, corresponding to one atom per unit
cell). The number of propagating modes at each edge of
the system coincides with the Chern number C−2, which
is +1 for 0 < q < pi/3 (or 2pi/3 < q < pi) and −2
for pi/3 < q < 2pi/3. Increasing the chemical poten-
tial and considering also the contribution of the second
band C−1, we see from numerical calculations that the
number of edge modes interpolating between the second
and the lowest central band is 2 for 0 < q < pi/3 (or
2pi/3 < q < pi) and −4 for pi/3 < q < 2pi/3; this implies
that C−1 also changes from 1 to −2 and vice versa across
the two phase transitions. Thus, going from q < pi/3
to q > pi/3, the edge states double and change their di-
rection, as an effect of the non-Abelian potential. At
q = 2pi/3 the transition has the opposite effect and brings
the system back into the first insulating phase. An anal-
ogous behavior appears in the edge modes interpolating
between the two highest energy bands, in the case of fill-
ing 5/3.
These features have been numerically studied for the
tight-binding Hamiltonian of the model using the Kwant
software package [57, 58] to evaluate the number of edge
modes for an infinite stripe geometry of width 40 whose
spectrum has been calculated as a function of kx. The
Chern numbers were instead independently calculated
using a discretized version of Eq. (17) and dividing the
Brillouin zone into 120× 120 plaquettes.
The variation of the Chern numbers at the topologi-
cal phase transition is similar to the one driven by the
spin-orbit coupling generated by σz in the honeycomb
lattice model, as described in [22]. However, in the case
analyzed here spin is not a conserved quantity, meaning
that different spin species do not have separate Chern
numbers. The phase transitions are driven instead by an
off-diagonal Rashba coupling.
Finally, the potential (12) can be generalized to the
anisotropic case:
~A =
2pi
3
(0, x)σ0 + (qxσx, qyσy) . (18)
The phase diagram of the anisotropic model at filling 1/3
is shown in Fig. 4. The qx = qy pattern described before
is shown by a gray dotted line, and the corresponding
transition points between the two topological insulating
phases are shown by two red dots.
For qx 6= qy we still observe the presence of three differ-
ent phases: a topological semimetal phase, characterized
7by a partial filling of the two lowest bands, and two dis-
tinct topological insulating phases, where the first band
is completely filled and the second is empty. The in-
sulating phases are characterized by a nonzero Chern
number C−2 = 1,−2 respectively. Again the topological
semimetal phase is distinguished by the topological insu-
lating phases due to the presence of an indirect overlap of
the bands; once this overlap disappears, we have a transi-
tion between these two regimes and the bulk conductance
vanishes. The topological phase transition between the
two insulating phases is instead related to a change in the
Chern numbers, with parameters qx and qy determining
the position of Dirac cones appearing in the spectrum at
the transition.
FIG. 4: (Color online). Phase diagram at filling 1/3 as a
function of qx and qy for the gauge potential (18). The insu-
lating regions characterized by Chern numbers C−2 = −2, 1
are shown in green and orange respectively. Uncolored re-
gions correspond to indirect overlap between bands (topolog-
ical semimetal phase), whereas the black lines show the posi-
tion of the Dirac cones corresponding to a discontinuity in the
Chern number C−2. The red dots represent topological phase
transitions at q = pi/3, 2pi/3 along the diagonal qx = qy = q.
IV. DETECTION OF THE TOPOLOGICAL
PHASE TRANSITION
Several techniques have been proposed to experimen-
tally detect topological phase transitions like the one dis-
cussed in the previous Section. Some of them are based
on the observation of the edge modes [31, 32, 39], which
in our model change both in number and in direction of
propagation at the transition points, providing direct ev-
idence for the topological transition. Other viable tech-
niques rely on the possibility of detecting the dynamic
response of the bulk under an external force or on other
bulk properties [33–36]. Finally, it has been pointed out
in the literature that, at least in certain fermionic setups
based on the Haldane honeycomb model [9], the time
of flight images discriminating the inner spin-degree of
freedom of the atoms allow a direct measurement of the
Chern number of the lowest energy band, once the Fermi
level is placed in the first energy gap [7, 8].
In the models analyzed in Refs. [7, 8] two triangular op-
tical lattices, each trapping a different hyperfine state of
one atomic species, are superimposed in order to obtain
an overall honeycomb lattice model. The two spin species
lay in the two sublattices and the models are character-
ized by a nearest-neighbor hopping which changes the
spin species and a next nearest neighbor tunneling which
preserves the spin. In such models the Hamiltonian can
be written as a 2×2 matrix where the spin and sublattice
degrees of freedom completely coincide: it can be shown
[56] that in the insulating phases the spin (Pontryagin)
winding number in the first Brillouin zone coincides with
the Chern number of the lowest band and thus with the
number of edge states.
In the model considered here instead, Φ = Φ0/3 and
the Hamiltonian (16) is a 6×6 matrix with eigenfunctions
that can be generically expressed as:
|ψλ(~k)〉 =
∑
s= ↑,↓
x=0,1,2
cλ,sx(~k) |s〉spin |x〉lat , (19)
where the spin and lattice pseudospin (labeled above as
lat) degrees of freedom do not coincide. The wave func-
tion ψλ is described in the basis obtained by the ten-
sor product of the spin and lattice pseudospin spaces
and, due to the effect of the non-Abelian potential,
ψλ is not simply a direct product state of the form
|ϕλ(~k)〉spin ⊗ |χλ(~k)〉lat, but it encodes some entangle-
ment between the two degrees of freedom.
Despite the fact that the Hamiltonian does not define
in a direct way a mapping from the Brillouin zone to the
Bloch sphere, it is still possible to follow an approach
similar to [59] and define a spin winding number over the
first Brillouin zone. This is because the spin is a periodic
observable in the first Brillouin zone, and therefore a spin
winding number can be properly defined and experimen-
tally measured through time of flight imaging [7]. This
spin winding number does not coincide with the Chern
number defined in (17), because the latter requires in its
definition a knowledge of the full wave function, not only
of the spin part. Nevertheless we will show that the spin
pattern of the wavefunctions in the different bands pro-
vides, in our model, enough information to detect the
topological phase transition.
Focusing on the lowest energy band, we define the spin
polarization ~S(~k) in the Brillouin zone in terms of a re-
duced density matrix by tracing out the lattice orbital
degree of freedom:
ρ(~k) =
∑
x=0,1,2
lat〈x|ψλ(~k)〉〈ψλ(~k)|x〉lat, (20)
where ρ is the 2×2 matrix representing a mixed state for
the spin degree of freedom and depending on the quasi-
momentum in the Brillouin zone. If only this lowest en-
ergy band is filled and the system is not in a semimetal
8(gapless) phase, the time of flight images, distinguished
by their inner spin state and eventually combined with a
rotation of the atomic states, allow for the measurement
of the observables given by
Si(~k) = Trspin
[
ρ(~k)σi
]
. (21)
The vector ~S is not normalized due to the fact that ρ de-
scribes a mixed state. The behavior of the polarization ~S
provides a clear indication of the topological phase tran-
sition: for 0 < q < pi/3 or 2pi/3 < q < pi the component
Sz is negative in the whole Brillouin zone, whereas in the
intermediate phase at pi/3 < q < 2pi/3 (for q 6= pi/2) Sz
assumes both negative and positive values (see Fig. 5).
At q = pi/2, the polarization always lies in the xˆ− yˆ plane
due to the additional symmetry generated by σz.
The polarization ~S is independent of the gauge choice
for the Abelian potential and is periodic with period
∆k = 2pi/3 in both the xˆ and yˆ directions; thus one
has to consider a reduced magnetic Brillouin zone with
~k ∈ [0, 2pi/3)× [0, 2pi/3).
Excluding the point at q = pi/2 (where Sz = 0 and
our argument fails), the spin polarization along zˆ in the
phase at pi/3 < q < 2pi/3 has a single skyrmion in the
reduced Brillouin zone (a configuration in which the spin
polarization entirely covers the Bloch sphere once mov-
ing in the reduced Brillouin zone). For pi/3 < q < pi/2
this skyrmion is centered at ~k = {pi/3, pi/3}, whereas for
pi/2 < q < 2pi/3 it is centered at ~k = {0, 0}, meaning
that the skyrmions appear at the position of the Dirac
points at q = pi/3 and q = 2pi/3, respectively.
The winding number of the spin polarization in the
reduced Brillouin zone (rBZ) provides a good topological
invariant that plays the role of an order parameter for
these transitions and reflects the presence of a skyrmion
in momentum space. In particular this winding number
W is defined as the integral of the spin curvature
c(~k) =
1
4pi
~S
|~S|3 ·
(
∂kx
~S × ∂ky ~S
)
(22)
and it reads:
W = 1
4pi
∫
rBZ
d2k
~S
|~S|3 ·
(
∂kx
~S × ∂ky ~S
)
, (23)
where |~S| normalizes the polarization.
The winding number W is 0 for 0 < q < pi/3 and for
2pi/3 < q < pi, whereas W = −1 in the other phase
(with the exception of the point at q = pi/2). If we want
to consider the full Brillouin zone we must multiply this
winding number by 3, and, at the phase transitions, we
recover the same discontinuity observed for the Chern
number C−2. We find that C−2 = 3W + 1.
The discrepancy between the two indices cannot be di-
rectly related to a contribution to the winding number
from the lattice degree of freedom: if we trace out the
spin degree of freedom instead of the lattice one and try
to calculate, with an analogous procedure, the polariza-
tion obtained by the new 3 × 3 reduced density matrix,
its winding number is constantly zero and does not af-
fect the difference C−2 − 3W. This unequivalence can be
understood even in the absence of non-Abelian flux: a
net magnetic field implies that relevant correlators are
non-local in momentum space [60].
At the experimental level one may be able to estimate
W through a discretization of formula (23), based on the
division of the time of flight images in small domains,
corresponding to a discretization of the Brillouin zone
[7, 8]. It is important to realize that, while experimen-
tal time of flight imaging can be well approximated by
a continuous set of data, a discretized approach is rele-
vant for analyzing the signal which can be obtained from
finite size lattices. The following discussion can there-
fore be understood as modeling either limitations of the
measurement procedure or finite size effects in realistic
setups.
In order to illustrate the protocol to computeW, let us
divide the reduced Brillouin zone into L × L plaquettes
that we label by discrete quasimomenta (px, py), in units
of δ = 2pi3L . For each plaquette it is possible to estimate
the vector ~S(px, py) from the experimental data (eventu-
ally repeating the experiments many times to acquire a
sufficient statistics). The spin curvature c(~k) in (22) can
be approximated by:
2pi c(px, py) = arctan
 ~N(px, py) ·
(
~N(px + δ, py)× ~N(px, py + δ)
)
1 + ~N(px, py) · ~N(px + δ, py) + ~N(px, py + δ) · ~N(px + δ, py) + ~N(px, py) · ~N(px, py + δ)
+
+arctan
 ~N(px + δ, py + δ) ·
(
~N(px, py + δ)× ~N(px + δ, py)
)
1 + ~N(px + δ, py + δ) · ~N(px + δ, py) + ~N(px, py + δ) · ~N(px + δ, py) + ~N(px + δ, py + δ) · ~N(px, py + δ)
 ,
(24)
9FIG. 5: (Color online). Comparison between the spin polarization at q = pi/5 (top row), which represents the topological
insulating phase with W = 0, and q = 2pi/5 (bottom row), which describes the second insulating phase with W = −1. The
component Sz of the polarization (third column) behaves very differently in the two cases. For q = pi/5 (as generally for
q < pi/3), Sz is negative in the whole Brillouin zone (top right panel), whereas for q = 2pi/5 (as in general for pi/3 < q < pi/2)
the polarization exhibits a skyrmion structure. When q = 2pi/5, the skyrmion interpolates from Sz ' 0.067 at ~k = (0, 0) to
Sz ' −0.067 at ~k = (pi/3, pi/3) (bottom right panel). The Sx and Sy components display opposite signs in the two cases.
where ~N is the normalized polarization vector ~N =
~S
|~S| .
The two terms in (24) correspond to (half) the solid
angles [61] defined respectively by the (ordered) triplets
of vectors{
~N(px, py), ~N(px + δ, py), ~N(px, py + δ)
}
and{
~N(px + δ, py + δ), ~N(px, py + δ), ~N(px + δ, py)
}
.
By adopting this approximation,W results from the sum
of all the c(px, py)’s in the rBZ:
W ∼
∑
(px,py)∈ rBZ
c(px, py) . (25)
Since the obtained value for W is generally not an in-
teger, as it must be, the relative error is easily deducible
and it is smaller than 1 ·10−3 for a 5×5 discretization at
q = pi/5 and q = pi/4, corresponding to the trivial phase
whereW = 0; the error is also small (< 1·10−3) at points
in the non-trivial phase away from the transition, such as
q = 2pi/5. However, there are a couple of error-prone re-
gions where a finer discretization of the reduced Brillouin
zone helps to correctly determine the topological nature
of the state. In particular the accuracy decreases both
around the phase transitions, where the skyrmion might
be overlooked by a coarse discretization (see Fig. 6a), and
close to q = pi/2 (see Fig. 6b), where the partial density
matrix approach fails because the orbital and pseudospin
degrees of freedom become maximally entangled and the
Sz component of the spin vanishes. The main contribu-
tion to the total winding number is indeed obtained from
the central region of each skyrmion, where the gradient
of ~N is larger. Therefore one has to ensure sufficient
sampling close to the skyrmion core, in order to avoid
unwanted large discretization errors.
We also note that, in the presence of a skyrmion, the
norm of the polarization is much smaller than unity (see
Fig. 6c) due to a strong mixing with the lattice degree
of freedom: for example at q = 2pi/5 the component Sz
in the north and south poles appearing at ~k = (0, 0)
and ~k = (pi/3, pi/3) is approximately ±0.067 (see Fig. 5).
Thus the difference in the number of atoms between the
two species at the center of the skyrmion is of the order
of 10%. This example is relevant since q = 2pi/5 is close
to the optimal point in which Sz is maximized in the
center and there we find the maximal extension of the
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Effects of discretization on the relative error in the computation of the winding number. a): Estimated
spin winding numberW for various values of the discretization L: L = 100 (solid red line), L = 10 (dashed blue line) and L = 8
(dashed-dotted black line). The finer grid (L = 100) reproduces almost exactly the theoretical value, whereas coarser grids
feature deviations at the transition points (mainly at q = pi/3 because of the relative positions of the grid and the skyrmion)
plus a significative error at the maximally entangled q = pi/2 point. b): Winding number computed at q = pi/2 +  for different
discretizations. c): The minimum of the norm of the polarization vector |~S| as a function of q. This minimum is reached in the
skyrmionic region, showing that the detection of the non-trivial winding number requires more statistical power. In particular,
at q = pi/2 the norm vanishes at the skyrmion core, rendering the measurement protocol useless at that particular point.
core of the skyrmion (defined as the neighborhood of the
north pole where Sz > 0). In general the dimension of
the core is quite reduced and, in order to avoid excessive
discretization errors, we adopted the approximation in
Eq. (24), which is finer than the one used in previous
works [7, 8] and better fulfills the accuracy requirements
of our model.
As a final remark we point out that the detection of
the phase transition by the spin winding number works
if only the lowest band is occupied. In the semimetal
phase also the second band contributes to the measured
spin winding number, thus spoiling the final result (in [8]
the behavior of the spin winding number is investigated
also in the semimetal regime where two different bands
are involved).
V. EDGE STATES IN THE TOPOLOGICAL
PHASES
The difference between the two topological insulating
phases manifests itself also in the edge state structure.
We already mentioned that the edge mode propagation
direction of the lowest energy band changes across the
topological phase transition. Therefore the techniques
presented in Refs. [31, 32] can be applied to distinguish
the two topological phases by measuring their respective
edge chiralities.
The real space, edge mode spin polarization instead
does not allow us to detect the phase transition, since
it presents qualitatively the same behavior in the two
phases. In Fig. 7 we plot the in-plane spin polarization
of one of the states in the first band gap at q = pi/5 and
q = 2pi/5, corresponding to the two different insulating
topological phases. Adopting a hard-wall potential to de-
fine the edges of the system, we calculated the densities
〈σx〉 = 2 Re[Ψ∗↑Ψ↓] and 〈σy〉 = 2 Im[Ψ∗↑Ψ↓] as functions
of the position (Ψ↑ and Ψ↓ are the amplitudes of the edge
mode wave function with a defined zˆ component of the
spin). In this way we can analyze the x and y components
of the spin along the edge. The behavior of the spin po-
larization along the edge is similar in both phases. Since
the chirality in the two cases is inverted, this implies that
also the helicity ~k · ~σ changes sign. This behavior is con-
sistent with the one in the bulk (see the first two columns
of Fig. 5), where the in-plane spin polarization as a func-
tion of the quasi-momentum is inverted across the phase
transition.
The different topological properties of the two phases
lead to a doubling of the edge states across the transition,
so the analysis of the mass density |Ψ↑|2 + |Ψ↓|2 of the
states appearing in the first gap may help to distinguish
the two topological phases.
As a realistic setup we consider first a harmonic trap-
ping potential of the form V0(r/R)
2, where V0 is propor-
tional to the trapping frequency (set to the value V0 = t),
with r being the distance from the center of the lat-
tice and R being a characteristic radius for the trapping.
Typical profile densities for edge states at q = pi/5 and
q = 2pi/5 are shown in Fig. 8. Also for q = 2pi/5, where
the edge distribution is broader, it is difficult to distin-
guish the presence of two edge states, mainly due to their
interference pattern.
To better evaluate the edge structure we considered a
different potential geometry with a trapping which acts
only along the y direction, by adding an on-site energy
V (y) = V0;y(y/R)
γ (V0;y = t). The extension and posi-
tion of the horizontal edge modes depend on the choice
of γ (the hard-wall boundary is recovered for γ → ∞),
whereas the vertical edge modes appear on the bound-
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FIG. 7: In-plane spin polarization of the edge modes of the
lowest energy band in the two different topological phases at
q = pi/5 and q = 2pi/5. The average spin densities along x
and y are shown for a single edge state in the first energy gap,
for a hard-wall potential with a 40 site radius. The top and
bottom rows show the results for q = pi/5 and q = 2pi/5. The
spin distribution is qualitatively the same in the two cases.
FIG. 8: (Color online). Total mass density |Ψ↑|2 + |Ψ↓|2
for two edge states of the lowest energy band at q = pi/5
and q = 2pi/5 and under a harmonic trapping potential. A
typical interference pattern breaking the axial symmetry ap-
pears. The system size is L = 102 and the trapping radius is
R = 2L/5.
aries of the system at x = ±L/2 and do not depend on
the chosen trapping potential since they are always de-
fined by open boundary conditions.
Adopting the harmonic potential the difference be-
tween a single edge mode in the q < pi/3 regime and two
edge modes for pi/3 < q < 2pi/3 becomes more evident in
this geometry. In Fig. 9 we plot the total wave function
density of one eigenstate with energy lying in the first
band gap for both q = pi/5 and q = 2pi/5. The structure
of the corresponding edge modes is clearly visible: on
the horizontal edges, determined by the harmonic poten-
tials, a single edge mode appears for q = pi/5, whereas
two separated modes can be distinguished for q = 2pi/5.
All these horizontal modes present a typical oscillating
density. Along the vertical boundaries, instead, the open
boundary condition, corresponding to a hard wall poten-
tial, implies a stronger localization, which does not allow
us to distinguish the two phases since the two modes at
q = 2pi/5 overlap.
To evaluate the effect of the trapping potential on the
edge modes in Fig. 10 we plot the wave function density
|Ψ(y)|2 of all states appearing between the two lowest
bands at q = pi/5 as a function of their energy. All the
numerical results in this section were obtained using the
Kwant software package [57, 58].
We considered harmonic, quartic and hard-wall trap-
ping potentials. In order to avoid the influence of both
the interference pattern, strongly dependent on the en-
ergy of the eigenstates, and the vertical edge modes, we
averaged the density of the wave functions along the x
direction in the central region of the lattice, far from
the vertical edges. Analogously to the case of topologi-
cal insulators of spinless fermions [31, 32], by increasing
γ the edge states become more and more localized. A
similar behavior characterizes also the other phase where
the presence of two different edge modes makes the edge
density broader.
FIG. 9: (Color online). Total density |Ψ↑|2 + |Ψ↓|2 of an
eigenstate with energy lying in the first band gap in a lattice
with harmonic potential along the y direction for q = pi/5
(left) and q = 2pi/5 (right). In the upper and lower edges of
the right panel, two edge modes are clearly distinguishable.
On the vertical edges the two modes can no longer be dis-
tinguished due to their stronger localization dictated by the
hard-wall condition on the boundary.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed a model of two-component fermions on
a square optical lattice with tunneling amplitudes de-
termined by a non-Abelian gauge potential with both a
magnetic field and a translationally invariant SU(2) non-
Abelian term. By choosing a magnetic flux different from
Φ0/2 we considered a setup with broken time-reversal
symmetry and showed that the non-Abelian term drives
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FIG. 10: (Color online). Density distribution of the edge states in the first gap, shown for q = pi/5 in a square system of
size 102 × 102, as a function of energy and position. The dark central zone in each panel is the band gap separating the two
lower bands (central yellow regions at the top and the bottom). The edge states are the yellow lateral lines. The left panel
represents a system with a harmonic trapping potential, the middle one refers to a quartic potential, and the right one refers to
a hard-wall potential. The trappings are only along the y direction. The densities are calculated by averaging the total wave
function density along the x direction in the central region of the system (for −30 ≤ x ≤ 30), far from the vertical edges.
the system across topological phase transitions. In par-
ticular we investigated the case of Φ = Φ0/3, where the
system presents six energy bands, and discussed its phase
diagram at filling 1/3, which is characterized by a topo-
logical semimetal and by two different topological insu-
lating phases, with edge states differing in number and in
propagation direction across the topological phase tran-
sition.
The topological insulating phases can be distinguished
both by looking directly at the edge states of the system
(with accuracy depending on the trapping potential) and
by the spin polarization in momentum space, estimating
the spin winding number from time of flight absorption
images. The latter method provides a clear diagnostics
for the characterization of the topological phase transi-
tion even though the spin is not a conserved quantity of
the system.
The single-particle properties of this system may con-
stitute the basis for the study of topological phase tran-
sitions also in the presence of interactions. In particular,
in the limit q → pi/2 the lowest band in our model has
an extremely flat profile which constitutes a fundamental
requirement to engineer Chern insulators, able to mimic
fractional quantum Hall physics [62], even though in this
limit measuring the spin winding number would become
more difficult.
Furthermore, introducing a repulsive interaction may
lead to the regime of topological Mott insulators [63]
where the presence of the spin degree of freedom may en-
rich the phase diagram of such interacting models, also
due to the possibility of introducing spin-dependent in-
teractions. Finally, the interactions may also modify and
merge the Dirac points in the system [64].
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